notting hill and ealing high school

Lord Winston Opens NHEHS Science Week
Rinda Naresh
A lecture by Lord Robert

who probed him about the

Winston, world renowned

14-day rule for experimentation

fertility expert, provided an

on embryos, what it was like to

exciting introduction to Science

be a life peer in the House of

Week. As Professor of Science

Lords and whether he believed

and Society at Imperial, he and

gene-editing should be used for

his team performed the world’s

humans. To this, he wisely

first fallopian tube transplant and

replied that modifying humans

later founded the NHS IVF

would diminish the value of

programme. His group’s research

human life itself – a message that

has enabled families with a

resonated with both the

history of a particular genetic

scientists and non-scientists

disease to have children without

among us.

passing on these fatal illnesses by
detecting them pre-implantation.

It was an incredible experience

Lord Winston is also famous for

to hear Lord Winston speak and

writing and producing TV shows

one that inspired his audience to

such as BBC’s Child of Our Time.

persevere with studying biology,
or indeed, sparked a love of this

Years 8 to 10, 12 and 13 were
able to listen to Lord Winston
speak, and his talk about the cells
of our body and our journey from
gamete to adulthood captivated
the entire assembly hall. Perhaps
what made it so incredible was
that Lord Winston managed to
appeal to all students, even
those not taking sciences. He

Senior School Newsletter
Easter 2018

answered some difficult
questions from Notting Hill girls,

science.

Sports Leaders
Annette Greenslade

On 27 February, around 30 girls

On the morning of the event the

It was a long afternoon, with back

from Year 10 preparing for their

weather wasn’t looking good, but

to back netball matches from

Sports Leaders Award hosted a

at 10am we made a decision to go

1pm – 4pm, but our fantastic

High 5 netball tournament. They

ahead with the tournament.

Sports Leaders rose to the

welcomed teams from 6 visiting

Then, just as the teams arrived at

occasion and ran a superb

local primary schools and 2 teams

12pm, it started to snow!! It was

tournament for the 80

from the NHEHS Junior School.

the first time we have ever had to

participating 10-year olds. Many

This tournament is run as part of

run this particular tournament

visiting staff commented on how

the Sports Leadership Level 1

inside, but it all ran smoothly and

well they led and organised the

Award allowing girls to fulfil the

was voted a great success by all

afternoon and what a credit they

required practical leadership task.

the visiting schools.

were to NHEHS.

Congratulations to tournament winners the NHEHS Junior School team, to Little Ealing Primary School
winners of the shooting competition and Fielding Primary winners of the Fair Play Award.

Engineering in Education Scheme
This year’s Engineering Education Scheme
students are working with Arcadis Design to
design a pedestrian bridge from Rotherhithe to
Canary Wharf. The students performed a site visit
over half term, are currently completing
calculations and making models, with the aim of
finishing their project at the end of this term and
presenting their work at the beginning of the
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summer term.

A Level English Language Lectures
Francesca Wilson

Science Week
Lord Winston with the sixth form Biology Reps

In March, the Year 12 A Level

After a quick Hare & Tortoise

English Language class travelled

lunch, it was back to the lecture

to The City Temple in central

hall to hear Marcello Giovanelli

London for a day of interesting

(another big name in the English

English lectures. The five of us

Language world ) give a talk about

arrived just on time to hear Dan

language diversity, which

Clayton (a very well respected

included a section about the

linguist who happens to actually

language of Harry Styles fans. We

help write the A level) talk about

finished off our day with a very

language diversity. Clayton

detailed text analysis lecture,

explained how language can

which was all about how to

represent our accent, ethnicity

analyse a piece of writing to get

and gender in many clever ways.

an A*in the examination.

He then went on to discuss

Overall, this was a really enriching

language discourse – a more

day that definitely gave us a

technical lecture which really got

better insight into what our final

our brains going and enhanced

A level will be like…and we

our knowledge!

managed to get a picture with

New Tradition
Staff recorded a win in the first ever staff vs
sixth form football match

Dan Clayton too!

Edinburgh Fringe
Water Polo Finalists

Minerva Company’s Edinburgh performance
this year is an original adaptation of Medea

Well done to Mr Bent and his U13 Waterpolo team who have reached
the English Schools Swimming Association National Finals on May 1st.
The girls lost one match against Alleyn’s, but beat the other schools in
the qualifying round to go through in second place to the National
Round.
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Rome
Theresa Morgan (with help from Year 12 Art History Students)

Psychology in Action
On Monday 19 March, Year 12 psychology
students went to the Royal Courts of Justice
where we were given a tour covering the
history of the building and early judges and
barristers. For example, the tradition of

In February half term, Year 12

‘Enjoy’ exhibition standing out

wearing white wigs in court began as a way for

and 13 art historians spent four

especially.

the judges to disguise themselves and avoid

days experiencing more than

getting mobbed in public.

2,000 years’ worth of art on a

For Annabelle, another Year 12

trip to Rome. From the

student, a personal highlight

magnificent relics of Ancient

was “.. the Vatican Museum -

Rome to masterworks in the

and lying on the floor in the

restrained High Renaissance

Palazzo Barberini and looking

style, from recent examples of

up at the amazingly illusionistic

Zaha Hadid’s striking

ceiling frescos. It was as though

Deconstructivist architecture to

we were totally submerged in

the bombastic Baroque of

art.” The same could be said of

workshop which explored its use as a therapy

Borromini and Bernini, the range

our experience of standing

in the field of psychology and how it links with

of works viewed was broad.

underneath Michelangelo’s

We then walked to the Old Bailey where we sat
in on a fascinating court case which provided
insight to the workings of a real-life court room
and how psychology influences the decisions
made by, for example, a jury.
After lunch we attended a Clinical Hypnosis

some of the areas we are studying such as

awesome frescos on the Sistine

phobias and mental health. We worked with a

“It was so culturally enriching,”

Chapel ceiling, which is not

clinical psychologist who helps people with

said Anastasia in Year 12. “I

surprising, as the Chapel’s

phobias. He hypnotised us to show us how he

particularly liked visiting the

painting scheme as a whole

cures people of their phobias by deeply

Galleria Borghese, which was

covers an area almost one sixth

relaxing them. To demonstrate this, he then

filled with sculptures by Bernini

the size of a football pitch.

brought out a snake to see how we would

that are so much more impactful

react.

and theatrical in real life.”

“After long days of walking up

Besides sculptures of figures

and down Rome’s many hills,

carved from marble, we also

we certainly made up for it with

encountered some less

all of the food,” said Irina and

conventional art materials, with

Priya in Year 12. “The home-

the room filled with balloons at

made carbonara won’t be

the appropriately named

forgotten - and nor will the ice

Amy Turner
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cream!”

NHEHS Ski Trip
Terri Adams

During February half term 53 girls headed to Bardonecchia in Italy for the annual NHEHS ski trip. The girls
completed 25 hours of skiing and all received awards based on their progress. Less formal awards included our
very own ‘Skier of the Day’ certificates and the much enjoyed and light-hearted ‘Muppet of the Day’ awards
which were given for falling over on the slopes, falling off the chair lift or losing your skies down the mountain.
Evenings were filled with activities including a disco, a quiz, a pizza night and a movie night.

Young Enterprise
Shane McComb
their range of ethical teas which
have proved to be popular with
all tea enthusiasts and Team
Spectrum have developed a wide
range of well-being products with
their personalised well-being
cards in particular, being a
product with an excellent unique
selling point.
On Thursday 22nd March, the
three teams attended the West
London final and all three teams
did fantastically well. The judges
grilled them during their review
Since October we have had three

nationwide in trade fairs and by

meetings and then they had to

Year12 teams and 27 students in

selling to the public.

present their product to a full

total competing in the Young

hall. On the night two awards

Enterprise challenge. Each team

Team Boondoggle have been

were given out to NHEHS:

has had to start their own

selling their own t-shirts which

Boondoggle – best presentation

business from scratch and they

are creative, modern and stylish,

and Spectrum – most innovative

have competed with teams

Team Pick-a-tea have been selling

product.
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House News
Frankie and Priya (Captain and Vice-Captain, Hepburn)

New House Event

finals were between Eliot and

House Shout

For the first time ever, this year,

Nightingale with Eliot closing in

This year’s House Shout (theme

we were proud to introduce

fast and stealing the title of Inter-

‘One hit Wonders’) was nothing

House University Challenge,

House Chess Winners of 2018.

but exceptional. All three

organised by the House Captains

We wish better luck to

Houses put on a fantastic

with Mr Shoults as the

Nightingale and Hepburn for next

performance and showed that

Quizmaster. There were many

year and hope to see more keen

‘Notting Hillers’ really can shout!

different sections—Sports,

chess players assertively

Eliot set off with a fantastic

Literature , Current Affairs and

bellowing “checkmate!”

reinvention of the classic Mambo
No.5 by Lou Bega, with lyrics

masses more! The questions
included topic such as the viral

House Sport

such as “A little bit of Eliot in my

Mannequin Challenge, the

From football to gymnastics to

life, a little bit of Eliot by my

#MeToo campaign and

fitness and even ultimate

side” Next was Hepburn, with an

recognising some of Mozart’s

Frisbee, this term has seen a

interesting rendition of The Lion

most famous pieces of music.

whole host of inter-House events.

Sleeps Tonight by The Tokens,
featuring jungle animal onesies

Eliot won, with Nightingale
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closely in second place, leaving

In Year 7, Hepburn swept the

and even a Year 12 wearing a lion

Hepburn in third. We hope that

board with wins in inter-House

tail. Last but not least was

this new competition is the start

football, gymnastics and netball.

Nightingale, who gave us a very

of a tradition.

Nightingale were successful in the

entertaining version of All Star by

Year 8 hockey and gymnastics as

Smash Mouth, complete with a

House Chess

well as Year 10 ultimate frisbee.

green star for every girl to wave

This year’s Inter-House Chess

The Year 9 events saw Eliot win

around in the chorus.

saw a large mass of both

both fitness and hockey, with a

competitors and spectators all of

Hepburn success in the netball.

When it came to the hymns all

whom we must congratulate for

Finally, in the Year 11-13 inter-

were nothing but tuneful and in

their excellent sporting

House hockey tournament

perfect time (just about!), leaving

behaviour. Each House played to

Hepburn won against both

the judges with a very difficult

a high standard and the matches

Nightingale and Elliot, probably

choice as to who would win

were nail-bitingly close!

because most of the senior

House Shout 2018.

Hepburn lost out quickly and the

hockey team are in Hepburn!

German Film at the BFI
Inaya Gharatya and Freya McNeill
Then we were shown series of
extracts from films and asked
to analyse impacts of various
cinematic choices. In addition,
we wrote down our different
opinions on each short clip in
German and were given the
opportunity to share our work
with the rest of the theatre
using a microphone. There was
a wide array of different
activities in the booklet,

On 23 February the Year 9
German students travelled to the
British Film Institute to study the
techniques used in German films.
The British Film Institute is a
large, modern building located
right in the centre of the
Southbank, surrounded by a
huge variety of restaurants,
shops and businesses.
Upon arrival, we were each given
detailed booklets, which included
worksheets, and were lead to the
large auditorium. To begin with,
the lecturer described different
techniques directors use in film,
for example camera angles, and
went into depth about the
effects these can have on the
viewer. She also informed us of
the key German words and
phrases that would be relevant
for the day.

ranging from rearranging the

Perfectly Framed

scenes of a movie extract to

Sixth form historians at The Wallace Collection

matching the German filmrelated word and the English
translation.
Following a quick lunch break,
we all headed back to the
auditorium ready to watch a
German film, Berlin 36. This is
a 2009 German film telling the
story of Jewish track and field
athlete Gretel Bergmann in the
run up to the 1936 Summer
Olympics. This movie
highlighted the difficulties of
being a women and a Jew living
and trying to fulfil her dreams
at this particular point in
history. It also portrayed her
determination and spirit to
fight back and work hard in
order to achieve one major
goal, no matter how difficult it
may have been.

Team Maths Challenge
Last month, a team of four students were
selected to take part in the West London
Regional Final of the UK Maths Trust’s Team
Challenge. The team of Maya Shah and Inaya
Gharatya (both in Year 9) and Anna Haworth
and Kirshiya Selvachandran (both from Year 8)
spent the day at Preston Manor School tackling
fiendishly difficult problems with great
enthusiasm, coming in as 10th best team on the
day.

Helen Critcher
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U12 Middlesex Netball Tournament
Caitlin Thompson and Genevieve Pearce

Carmen
A group of Year 9 music students saw an amazing
production of the opera 'Carmen' at the Royal
Opera House in Covent Garden. An interesting
feature of the production was the minimalist use
of staging; they used just one staircase with no
changes except for lighting. This was very
effective as it highlighted the talent of the
performers rather than attempting to exploit
props to their benefit. In addition to this, the
appearance of a person in a gorilla suit, not a
traditional component of opera, was a surprise -

On Tuesday, 13 March, the U12

game, Godolphin and Latymer came

netball squad set off to compete at

out strongly scoring several goals in

but I liked that, as from that moment you were

the Middlesex County Tournament.

quick succession, but we quickly

always intrigued to see what would happen next.

All twelve girls played exceptionally

regrouped fighting back with a

well and showed how much they

mixture of strong defence and

had improved throughout the

accurate shooting - pulling back by

season. We finished our pool in

the final whistle to be only two goals

second place, only losing one out of

behind G & L, 6-4, and finishing joint

the 8 games played! Pumped full of

third overall in the tournament.

Freya McNeill

energy and excitement we entered
the semi-finals- out of 18 teams we

Great team spirit was demonstrated

had made it into the top four!

throughout the afternoon - giving us
the confidence to come back even

It was a tough start to the semi-final

U13 Netball

stronger in Year 8!

The U13 A Netball Squad played extremely well in

Tech-ing the Year 5 Show

the Middlesex Tournament at Highgate school

Ami Hacker and Katie Low

winning seven games, drawing one and losing just
one game in their pool and making it through to
the semi finals. Here they came up against a
strong St Paul’s side and were narrowly defeated.
All the girls performed brilliantly. Here’s to a very

We have both done the
NHEHS Back Stage Pass
course and when we were
asked to help and do the
lighting and projection for

positive season next year. Well done: Jasmine

the Year 5 show we were

Saha, Alix Ryan, Keerit Dhillon, Bella Coles-

very excited. It was an

Gazzoli, Sophia Bevers, Freya Rylatt, Isabella

amazing opportunity and

Bartlett, Mairi Gillespie and Ayna Sidhu.

Lauren Munro-Hall
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one that not many people get the chance to do. Working on a live show with
a packed audience has definitely helped to develop our backstage skills.

The Tenner Challenge
Olivia Williams and Tamara Al-Saraf
ranging from personalised
jewellery, customised tie-dye
T-shirts and positivity kits to
handmade motivational cards
and origami penguins. There was
also an abundance of edible
treats, such as cookie dough,
brownies and a cereal bar stall.
Overall, the Trade Fair was
fantastic with our Year 9
students negotiating prices with
their customers and exhibiting
real entrepreneurial flair. Among
the most successful were Hippie
The Tenner Challenge, run by

during the lunch break in the

Young Enterprise, provides a

main Hall with the girls selling

highly realistic way for Year 9

their products to fellow students

students to develop key business

and trying to make as much

skills. Participants compete in

revenue and profit as possible.

teams to make as much profit as

An important part of the

possible from an initial

marketing process was the

investment provided by Young

presentation of the stalls them-

Enterprise.

selves, which displayed Year 9’s
creativity and featured a variety

The main event, The Tenner

of unique and clever designs.

Trade Fair, took place on 6 March

These stalls sold products

Days (Esmée, Raima, Lottie and
Flo) who won the award for best
market stall while the overall
winners were Offrez-Vous
(Annika, Lily, Rosanna and Betsy)
who made a total profit of
£207.48.
Well done to all the girls and the
16 teams who took part in the
Tenner Challenge who together
made over £1000 profit!

Card Society
Jessica Luxmoore
Card Society is a club which is run every Thursday, by me and a few Year 11s.
Our joint passion for card games began back in Year 7 when we first met each
other. Ever since we have all been playing cards at school. Soon enough, the
teachers started noticing and encouraged us to start a card club of our own.
We were given twenty-four packs of cards by Mr Smith and have been
welcoming girls from all Year groups to sit with us and learn new card games.
A few of our favourites are, President, Bucket Head and Trumps. It is a lot of fun to be able to share the
enjoyment we found when playing with each other with other pupils, even the teachers are occasionally
interested.
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Lasers!
Bella Szczech
For science week, and as Physics Representatives, we
wanted to share our new A-Level knowledge on waves
through creating a laser room! We manipulated lasers
through diffraction and smoke in the pitch black Hall, whilst
experimenting with UV lights and highlighters We put light
together to make dark! Ultimately, the event was a great
success, and we really hope that we’ve inspired younger
years to perhaps stay with physics beyond GCSE !

The Psychology of Talent
Frankie Wilson
Psychology students welcomed Dr Karen McNeill who is an
Occupational Psychologist. Dr McNeill is part of the YSC
Consulting firm and she works with the top 100 FTSE
companies to provide consultancy from a psychology point of
view. Her lecture was based around talent recruitment and
made us ask ourselves, what is potential and how can we tell
if we have it? This was a really interesting lecture and we
were so lucky to have such a well-respected psychologist tell
us all about her work.

Blue Prints
Alisha Godhania
We got the chance to express our artistic capabilities by
creating cyanotypes, a photographic printing process that
produces a deep blue (cyan) print by using two iron
containing chemicals. Engineers used the process to produce
simple and low cost copies of drawings; the origin of the
word "blueprint". We placed objects on top of paper which
we had painted with the cyanotype solution, keeping in
mind the handy phrase "If it lets light through it will turn
blue. If it blocks out white it will stay white". This meant that
any places that were uncovered by the objects were
exposed to UV light and so turned blue. We left our
cyanotpes overnight by a windowsill (hoping that the
weather would allow at least a trace of sunshine) and came
back the next day to discover our amazing creations.
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Dr Emma King
Following the success of her visit
last year we were delighted to
welcome back Dr Emma King
from the Royal Institution who
delivered a show-stopping
performance to Year 7. Girls
watched in amazement as
Dr King demonstrated just how
much energy is contained in a
jelly baby, during the Screaming
Jelly Baby demonstration,
followed by a fascinating but
rather disgusting demonstration
to model exactly what happens
inside the human gut. The girls
thoroughly enjoyed the show
which also left them knowing all
about the history of the Royal
Institution and the many
amazing discoveries that have
been made there.

Sweet Science
Wednesday lunchtime was a
high point for many as the
Catering Staff fully embraced
their inner mad professors with
an Ice Cream Science Fun
Factory serving up dessert laden
with faux eyeballs and miniature
gooey brains. Throughout the
week there were also some
other mini class sweet science
events such as an exploration
into genetics and inheritance via
the construction of
marshmallow Reebops and their
resulting offspring!
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Fun with Science
Alisha Godhania and Alessia Colato
Year 5 girls popped over from the Junior School to experience a
‘circus’ of science activities organised by the sixth form Science Reps.
Carefully chosen to be fun, it was hoped that these activities would
whet their appetite for further scientific investigations.
In Physics the Van De Graaff generator made hair stand on end and
cupcake cases fly. In Biology students were challenged to identify
different unknown objects under microscopes. In Chemistry students
created a chemical reaction between bicarbonate of soda and vinegar
and were able to observe effervescence as CO2 was given off and
used to fill balloons. In Psychology our young students took the
Stroop Test, a challenging. test of processing speed and attention
capacity.
These were all experiments that Year 5 had never come across before
and we all felt that they went back to their lessons having learnt
something new and looking forward studying science in the Senior
School. It was also great for us to see the younger girls get excited and
intrigued by aspects of science that were completely new to them and
to introduce them to the different specialist sciences as many of them
know “science” just as one subject.

Memory and Noise
Cleo Cooper
First, everyone had 30 seconds to

rock music was also

look at a list of random words, then

playing while recalling them).

they had a minute to write down as
many as they could remember. We

Surprisingly, noise had no

repeated this, each time testing

overall effect on how good

different combinations of noisy/

memory was. Students were

silent environments. The results

surprised at this, and also

showed that our memory is better

surprised to hear that the

when the environment of learning is

common myth that listening to

The sixth form psychology students’

the same as the environment of

classical music while you revise

contribution to Science Week was to

testing (i.e. if rock music was playing

will improve your memory is

conduct an experiment to

while you were learning the words,

actually false, as in the exam it

investigate how memory is affected

you would remember more if

will be silent, therefore you

by noise in our environment.
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should revise in silence.
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Drilling for Oil
Hermione Morris
affected the business
dramatically and the knock on
effects on her own career.
However, her experiences
sounded fascinating as her job
meant she had travelled all over
the world to find different
locations of oil. I was therefore
encouraged to speak with her
Abigail Ives came in to speak to

Abigail spoke about the types of

us about her experience in the

things she has done and what

field of geology and her work in

she is doing currently in this field

the oil and gas industries.

of work, and also brought in
some interesting things she uses

At university Miss Ives studied

in her work. This included a very

geology, which is the scientific

large and heavy drill bit and a

study of the earth’s rocks, the

drill core. It can cost as much as

materials they are made of and

a million pounds a metre to take

how they change over time.

such a core sample. She also

After graduating she began to

described some of the tough

work for Shell, a British–Dutch

times faced in the oil industry,

multinational.

such as the 2008 oil crisis which

about work experience and I am
very lucky to have been offered
a day in the office with Abigail,
to see what working in the oil
industry is like, what happens
and also to speak to her and
others about potentially
studying geology at university. I
am sure it will increase my
desire to study and work in
similar fields to Abigail.

Elements and Balloons
Lilly Saddler
During Science week, representatives from each science subject,
Chemistry, Physics, Biology and Psychology, hid balloons of a colour that
corresponded to their subject. On them we wrote the chemical symbols
for various elements, which, when collected and solved as an anagram,
spelled a word that was relevant to their particular science, for instance
the word for Psychology was AtTeNTiON.
The balloons were hidden around the school, and students had to hunt them down and unscramble the
elements to discover the word for each science. Madeleine Taylor, Alex Warren, Alice Szlachetko, Juliet Kose,
Stella Chae, Charlotte Farrell, Milan Dhillon and Brianna Freire all won Mini Eggs after completing the treasure
hunt and submitting the answers first!
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Science Competitions
An inter-form quiz taken on Kahoot the game based learning
platform, tested the general scientific knowledge of each
form, covering a wide range of science from species of
dinosaurs through to calculating the length of DNA in a
body. 9JJP absolutely destroyed the competition and won a
box of Creme Eggs. Meanwhile, Year7 entered their
photographs from their Science Museum trip and put
together a wonderful display in the atrium. Some amazingly
artistic compositions led to three winners being chosen,
Chloe Brennan, Stella Chae and SophiaBarboni , who were
all rewarded with MiniEggs!

Chemistry of Life
Sian Kaur Kalsi
I found ‘The Origin of Life’ session with Dr Sheldon really
interesting. We explored the stages of life throughout the
time of planet earth when trying to decipher what was the
origin of life. I really enjoyed making some molecules out of
the atom and bond models to fully grasp the topic and
expand my knowledge outside of the curriculum. It definitely
made me more interested than I already was in chemistry, as
it can be applied to a variety of real life situations rather than
just in the lab.

Science of Stars
Francesca Formica
Dr Sheila Kanani from the Royal Astronomical Society came
in to talk to the sixth formers about astronomy and her
career journey in the field. Dr Kanani is the Education,
Outreach and Diversity Officer at the Royal Astronomical
Society, but before that she was a space scientist at the
Mullard Space Science Laboratory in Surrey. She has also
appeared on many television shows to discuss astronomy
and space science and make them accessible to young
people. Dr Kanani talked about her research on the Cassini
mission (she has a PhD in Planetary Science using data from
the Cassini spacecraft to analyse Saturn’s magnetosphere)
as well as her passion for teaching and how it led her to her
current job.
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Science Live
Fiona Johnson
Despite the Beast from the East, and
spurred on by the excitement of
Science Week, Year 10 girls left
school on the morning of Friday
2 March and made their way to the
Apollo Victoria Theatre in Central
London. There they joined students
from across London, or at least those
who’d managed to make it in the face
of Arctic conditions and the snow and
travel chaos they caused, and
gathered to listen to lectures from
five eminent Scientists, including
Professor Robert Winston and
Professor Jim Al-Khalili. From Prof Winston’s lecture on his pioneering work in IVF to Prof Al-Khalili’s mind
boggling time travel paradox, it’s fair to say that all girls came away knowing more about current scientific
research than they did going in. Added to that was an incredibly through provoking lecture from
Prof Andrea Sellar about the fascinating behaviour of solid water and carbon dioxide. All in all, five
wonderful lectures delivered by five incredibly inspiring scientists.

The Final Event
Russ Ives
To close Science Week the sixth
form Science Representatives put
together an assembly, based on the
science they love. They wowed us
with an amazing range of topics.
Biology tested the audience’s ability
to distinguish between colour and
then looked at the differences in
perception throughout the world.
Chemistry analysed the effects of
loneliness on alcohol consumption
and looked at future material
sciences. Physics managed to
convey the awe and wonder of
black holes and relativity whilst
remembering Dr Stephen Hawking.
Finally, Psychology rounded off the event by showing us the way their subject was integral to everyday life at
NHEHS, from sleeping to studying to eating!
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Money Matters
Inaya Gharatya
cards, which contained

At the end of this stage a prize

instructions for a series of money

was awarded to the team with

related games. Once you had

the most amount of money. We

completed a game, you wrote

then moved on to a talk about

down the answer on a sheet in

the many types of tax our money

the cheque book and went to the

attracts, (eg. VAT, income tax,

front of the Hall to hand it in. For

ect.) where the money goes, and

every game you completed

how much is given to each sector

successfully you earned a specific

(eg. NHS, pensions, etc.). We then

amount of money for your team.

played a word challenge designed
to improve our negotiating skills,

There were several different mini

in which each team was given a

On Tuesday 27 March all of Year 9

games, for example memory

sum of money and using the

were treated to a ‘Money

challenges, word games, a money

money had to negotiate to buy

Matters’ activity day lead by a

based game of ‘Who wants to be

different letters. With the letters,

specialist trainer. The day was

a millionare?’, spotting the crime

we had to make as many words

dedicated to teaching us sensible

and many more, which all helped

as possible, winning £1 for 3 let-

ways to handle money in the

us learn how to deal with money

ter words, £2 for 4 letter words,

future and the reality of dealing

properly. One of the challenges

and so on. Our team, the winning

with your own money.

included balancing a £20 note at

team, achieved £460, double, the

the tip of your nose and forehead

trainer said, what was the

To begin with we were split into

and having to say a phrase. The

winning figure in other schools!

teams of 5, and after a quick

trainer claimed one of the girls

This was a lovely finish to the day,

introduction, we started. Each

here was the first ever, out of all

in which we had certainly learned

team was handed a wallet

of the schools he had taught at,

lots about the right ways to

containing a cheque book, to fill

to get it at a first try!

manage our money and in a fun

in with our answers, and game

and enjoyable environment too.

On the Fast Track
Izzy Haines, Georgina McKay, Nikhita Claerhout, Jess Low and Olivia Dickens
At the beginning of this term a group of us in Year 10 doing Drama GCSE, decided to enrol in Backstage Pass
FastTrack in order to expand our knowledge on the more technical and design based aspects of theatre. In
doing this we have gained some of the many necessary skills that enable us to be self-sufficient in our GCSE
drama classes as well as gaining more understanding of the various components (for example lighting, sound,
costume) that contribute to a piece of drama. We were taken through these skills at a faster rate than the
Backstage Pass course available to younger girls and it has helped develop our visual interpretations and plans
for the devised pieces which are part of GCSE Drama and which we have recently been working on. In
addition, when answering essay questions we have found that we have been able to produce more detailed,
complex answers on not only lighting, sound, costume and set but also how these reference and work in
relation to our acting.
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Literary Festival
Sophie Plowden
Literary Festival. It was a great
opportunity for the Junior School
and the Senior School to come
together to participate in creative
writing workshops (which included
writing memorable characters, the

The ’45 Aid Society
The PRE department welcomed guest speaker

role of myth and legend and how

Louise Foreman from the ’45 Aid Society to

to build a sense of place) as well

speak to the students in Years 10-13 about the

as a Question and Answer session,

life and experiences of her grandfather during

in which the authors revealed the

World War II. Having grown up in Poland in a

secrets of their writing process, as

Jewish family he lived through the full horrors

well as the mysteries of the
On 27 February – the Tuesday

of the Nazi occupation and was sent to the

publishing industry. Chief tips for

of World Book Week – seven

Warsaw ghetto before being moved on to

budding writers? Work hard, take

children’s authors visited

Auschwitz and other concentration camps. He

risks, and read, read, read!

was the only member of his family to survive

NHEHS for its inaugural

and at the end of the War he was invited to
come to live in Britain as part of a group of
children who had been orphaned.

Science Trips
Russ Ives

The ’45 Aid society remembers the plight of
these orphans, the generosity of the British
people and aims to ‘give back’ to society.
Louise Foreman provided a very moving and
informative talk and allowed students the
opportunity to ask questions. It was also lovely
to see part of the ‘memory quilt’ which includes
individual squares created by the 732 child
survivors and their families.

Sophie Johnson
Year 7 visited the Natural

Meanwhile Year 9 took a trip to

History Museum, taking a trip

the Science Museum,

through all the halls. They

investigating every exhibition

were also lucky enough to visit

room and enjoying the IMAX

the Wildlife Photographer of

show, A Beautiful Planet, with

the Year Exhibition, following

its spectacular views from the

which they held their own mini

International Space Station.

photo competition.
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Charities News
Katie Prendergast

Music and Dance Evening

Form Charity Weeks

in Africa as well as the Plan UK

This term has seen some

sponsored walk and our Log-

fantastic weekly form charity

Cabin tea time summer party.

The British Red Cross ‘Make your Move’ dance

events including 7N’s exciting

competition involves junior and senior teams, or

teacher dance off - seeing

Sports Relief

individuals, choreographing and performing a

Miss Brown battle it out with

In the last week of term we held

dance based on the work of the Red Cross. In

Mr Schneider to be crowned

our whole school charity event

order to take part the students also have to

the dance champion of NHEHS

for Sports Relief. This was part

raise a minimum donation of £100 pounds for

to the 8H craft fair with henna

of a wider charity initiative with

the British Red Cross.

tattooing and beautiful

other GDST schools in which we

personalised bookmarks. We

aimed to prove that GDST girls

Some of our sixth formers were interested in

have raised money for Charities

‘run the world’ by collectively

entering and supporting the work of the Red

including Young Minds, Chron’s

running the circumference of

Cross . To raise the funds they needed, and with

and Colitis, Client Earth, Book

the earth ie 24,901 miles. At

the help of their friends, they put on an evening

Aid international, Stephen

NHEHS in our PE lessons, we

of dance and music for an audience of students

Hawking Foundation, Papyrus

each ran, walked, swam,

and parents. The event was just superb,

and Help for Heroes. In

skipped, kick boxed or rowed

showcasing a variety of different musical and

addition, there was also a

our way to a mile.

dance talents from a range of our students.

rainbow themed charity event
for LBGT month, with a rainbow

So here are our long awaited

Thank you very much to everyone who

themed cake competition and

results: in total, NHEHS girls

Attended. We raised over £600 pounds for the

rainbow badges.

covered 1260 miles (and raised

British Red Cross all thanks to your generosity
and wonderful support!

a total of £360 pounds for
Next term we will be raising

Sports Relief). All GDST schools

money for St Claire’s Hospice in

are calculating the total number

Finally, good luck to Alice Pygram and Cassia

memory of Mr Trickett,

of miles they each completed

Fillingham in the first round of the competition

organising a charity book

and we will be adding them up

on 14 April.

collection and a sanitary

to see if we managed to run the

product collection for children

world!
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Sixth Form Sleepover for Mind – A night to remember!
Natasha Ketel and Mathilde Roca
Finally, it was time for bed
(11pm…). Despite the struggle of
hopelessly attempting to get
comfortable on the outrageously
hard floor, the combination of a
full stomach and (intense)
exercising prior to the movie
meant that after a short while, the
On Friday 23 February, about 40

cookies seemed endless and

sixthformers as well as

surprisingly the slices of pizza

Ms Bushell, Ms Nicholas,

never ran out, leaving us energised

Mrs Hobbs, Mr Porter, Mrs Luo

and excited for the rest of the

and Mrs Critcher arrived at

evening! After dinner, despite all

school at 6pm not at all sure

being too full to move, we

what to expect. However, we

somehow managed to head down

were certainly not disappointed

to the sports hall for (slightly)

when we discovered what was in

competitive volleyball matches and

store for us.

netball shooting games, singing
along to the catchy, classic party

The main Hall had been

room slowly hushed, and the girls
eventually dozed off. In the
morning, we were woken up (at
7am) by Ms Bushell subtly sliding
the curtains open and letting all
the blinding sunlight in- much to
everyone’s delight. Moans of
discontent echoed through the
hall. (Not so) shockingly, no one
jumped at the chance of taking
part in the morning run with
Ms Bushell!

tunes blasting from the speakers.

miraculously transformed into a
sleepover paradise: set up as a

When we returned to the main

campsite with plenty of space for

Hall at 9pm, we were asked to

girls to position their sleeping

hand in our mobile phones as the

bags, pillows and possessions.

blue light from the screen is known

There were even table tennis

to disturb sleep patterns, raising

tables available. We took

awareness of the importance of

advantage of these throughout

getting enough sleep. Following

the evening, with everybody,

this came the ridiculously difficult

including Mrs Luo, participating

decision of choosing a film to

in mini competitions and

watch! Yet, after what felt like

matches.

hours of deliberating, we all
managed to agree on “Bridget

Right on time, the Domino’s pizza

Jones’ Diary”. The highlight of the

arrived at 7pm much to the

evening has to be Mr Porter’s

delight of every single person

reinterpretation of Bridget singing

attending. The supply of yummy

All by Myself. We were all very

potato wedges, garlic bread and

impressed by his musical talent!

Breakfast included a delicious array
of leftover pizza and cereal as well
as cups of tea and coffee. Overall,
this successful charity fundraiser
would not have been possible
without the generous help from
the teachers involved and the kind
contributions of everyone who
came along. We raised £396 for
Mind and on behalf of all the girls
taking part, we would like to thank
Ms Bushell for organising such an
enjoyable evening!
Mind is a mental health charity
which helps people make choices
about treatment, understand their
rights and helps them reach out to
sources of support.
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Brief Encounter
Lola Barak
our seats whilst blaring out
live music. Due to the
transformation of the venue,
Kneehigh allowed us to be
part of this bygone era whilst
being part of the collective
audience.
A key element in the
production was the use of
music. We were first
introduced to the sounds of
A timeless, heartfelt, haunting

could recognise the dramatic

the forties when we entered

tale of love, passion and

choices made, and appreciate

the building, and right up until

distress… Believe it or not, this is

them on an elevated level. As is

the curtain (or in this case a

not a description of the

often the case with Kneehigh,

huge projection screen) rose.

relationship between NHEHS

the production pushed

Bands of musician with

sixthformers and the café’s

boundaries and transgressed the

guitars, ukuleles, violins, cellos

paninis – but the tagline to

liminal environments of stage

and saxophones drifted up

Kneehigh’s triumphant

and screen, from the varied use

and down the grand staircase

production of Brief Encounter at

of cutting edge multimedia to

to the foyer and gave a few of

the Empire Cinema.

the venue itself, there was a

us a shock when two men (six

plethora of references to the

foot at least) carrying a double

timeless 1945 film.

bass barged past us as we

Adapted by Emma Rice’s
pioneering and experimental

queued for the ladies.

theatre company this is a

Without doubt, the venue itself

production which has conquered

had huge appeal to the Notting

The use of music continued

the West End and Broadway and

Hill students, as the freedom of

throughout the production,

Notting Hill drama students were the cinema space allowed for a
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and fans of the classic film will

at the Empire Cinema in

relaxed atmosphere, comfy seats

be delighted to know that the

Piccadilly circus to watch it live

and most importantly… popcorn

infamous Rachmaninoff

on stage.

(which in retrospect could have

symphony is incorporated into

been devoured a tad quieter

the piece – as are most of the

What made the piece so

during the poignant dramatic

original features of the film for

enthralling is that we had been

moments)! We were immersed

that matter. The one aspect

learning about Kneehigh and

in the era from the get-go, from

that did differ was the use of

developing our own work with

the roses strewn about the

multimedia, which many of us

their dramatic techniques in our

banisters and the chandeliers

found bridged the gap from

lessons, so watching a reflection

(which wouldn’t half brighten up

the archaic and somewhat

of our own understanding on

the sixth form common room) to

out-dated love story to 2018.

stage was sensational – as we

the cast members showing us to

Brief Encounter .../Cont’d

Space Challenge
On Thursday 15 March, 12 students competed in
a Rotary Technology Tournament held at South
Hampstead High School. They were divided into
three teams – Years7, 8 and 9, Years 10 and 11
The performance, which stared

piece, we politely made our way

and Years 12 and 13—to compete against other

Jim Sturgeon and Isabel Pollen as

up to her seat and were lucky

schools in the same age groups.

the two doomed lovers Alec and

enough to have a fleeting

Laura, preserved and yet

conversation about how much

A design challenge was set on the day based on

somehow improved the old-

we loved the piece and the

the theme of space. They were asked to create

timey charm that resonates so

company - and to our joy, Rice

rockets which (according to the age group of the

much in the black and white film.

was utterly delightful. Our warm

teams) had to either fly highest or slowly

The piece didn’t just

glow was further enforced when

parachute to earth or which required the

acknowledge, but drew attention

the producer told our teachers

capsule to detach and land in a defined zone.

to the contrast between the

that Notting Hill students had the

dated plot and us, the modern

most emotive and visceral

Overall, we came second in the competition

viewer. However, through the

reaction he had ever seen during

and so many congratulations to all.

innovative use of sound and set,

the run of the production –

Our teams were:

the similarities became easier to

which alone shows how much we

Year 12: Hannah Coxhead, Cassia Fillingham,

unpick and celebrate. As at the

relished the play.

Hermione Morris and Sophia Maroo

end of the day, if there’s one

Year 10: Hannah Bolden, Jessica Berry,

thing Notting Hill girls can relate

Overall the production was a hit

Mahi Kapadia and Amelia Hall

to it’s the theme of love – there

and a wonderful homage to true

Year 8: Anna Haworth, Hana Azoo,

is no other emotion in the world

fairy-tale love and adoration and

Annika Malhotra and Olivia Frew

applicable to describe the feeling

its place in the modern world. As

we get when using new

ever, Kneehigh were bold, brave

stationery.

and avant-garde, taking a well

Oliver Futter

loved classic and adding their
However, the icing on the cake

own unique flair to create

(or ‘bath buns’ in this

something (as the protagonist

production) was the fact that

Laura would say) “beyond

Kneehigh’s very own artistic

magical”. Whether you want to

director Emma Rice was at the

laugh, cry or just sit in a dark

performance that night, and

space and contently munch away

from the way we all reacted, you

at popcorn, ‘Brief Encounter’ at

would have thought it was

the Empire Cinema London is

Beyoncé. At the end of the

well worth the visit!
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The Rite of Spring
Bethan Davies-Asmar

Chess Competition
After school on the last day of February, Notting
Hill and Ealing High School hosted its first ever
Inter-School Chess Competition against Ellen
Wilkinson School. The competition was run and
organised by our very own Chess Committee of
three Year 12 girls: Phyllis Keen, Leena Van
Surell and Rachel Pearson — under the
ever-watchful guidance of Mr. Smith.
Girls from Year 7 through to Year 12 took part in
the competition and really impressed us with
their determination and, at times, ruthless
tactical manoeuvres. Despite the snow outside,
there was a warm and relaxed atmosphere with
ample supplies of biscuits and chocolate treats
all around as well as a classical music request
list.
The competition was a great success with not
only NHEHS winning the whole competition but
also in revealing the strategic talents of our girls
and the opportunity to welcome visitors from
another school. We hope that this is only the
start of NHEHS’ chess story and so keep your
eyes peeled for anymore competitions if you
want to get involved.

Leena Van Surell

On an evening in March, a group

commissioned by an amputee,

of GCSE and A-Level music

was first performed in 1932.

students met at the Southbank

After the interval we heard

Centre at 6pm. The concert was

Delius’ Idylle de Printemps. This

due to begin at 19:30 but at 6:15

was my personal favourite of

there was an interview with the

the evening because of the

conductor talking about

prominence of the wind section

Stravinsky’s Rite of Spring, the

and their many delicate solos.

main attraction of the evening.
He spoke about some of the

The next piece was Stravinsky’s

influences of Lithuanian folk

Rite of Spring which features on

music and about the hardest

the A Level music syllabus and is

aspects of the piece, such as

the last of the trilogy of

achieving the Pianissimo

orchestral ballets Stravinsky

required in certain sections

composed for Sergei Diaghilev’s

whilst many instruments are

Ballets Russes before World

playing.

War I. The first part depicts the
awakening of nature after the

The first piece of the evening was long Russian winter and the
Debussy’s Printemps: Symphonic

second the death of a young

Suite followed by Ravel’s Piano

girl, a sacrificial victim who

Concerto for the Left Hand. The

dances herself to death.

Debussy was inspired by
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Botticelli’s famous painting

we all really enjoyed the

Primavera, so the music

evening. Seeing a professional

expresses the ‘birth of beings

orchestra in action was a great

and things in nature’ (Debussy’s

experience, as was the chance

words). The piano concerto,

to hear from the conductor.

written by Ravel and

GDST Languages Festival
costumes, and we looked around
at the judges hoping they would
not judge completely on costume.
Then we were called up to perform
and we gave it our best shot. To
our delight we won!
Zareen Hyatt
(Year 10)
The Year 10 competition involved
memorising a poem in another
language and reciting it in front of
At the end of February, 25 NHEHS girls went up to Northampton

all the other schools that were

High School to participate in the annual GDST Languages Festival

taking part, which definitely

and to compete against eight other schools. Our girls enjoyed the

seemed daunting at the time.

range of activities on offer and seized the opportunity to develop

I had chosen to recite a poem that

their confidence and competence in their languages. Aria Pandya,

I had written earlier in the year for

Isabel Hepburne-Scott, Amelia Emerson and Amber Deane-Johns

the MFL creative writing

won the Year 9 Spanish Play category and Zareen Hyatt won the

competition at school. It was about

Year 10 French Poetry prize with a beautiful poem which she had

a castle in France that my family

written herself about a castle. Thank you to Ms Castano for her help

owned for a short time after the

in preparing the girls for the competition.

French Revolution and it was about
Simon Piesse

how there were so many
memories held in a place that I

Elina Mistry and Mairi Guillespie Aria Pandya

would never get to see.

(Year 8)

(Year 9)

The Year 8 quiz was interesting

On arrival we were greeted by the

It was a wonderful experience. I

and there were lots of different

other schools and were shown to

have never loved public speaking,

categories including: geography,

the theatre to perform our

so taking part helped my

food, vocab and movies and TV

Spanish play. We had written this

confidence enormously. Even

shows in Germany, Spain and

ourselves and it was set in a

though the audience started

France. In the afternoon we

doctor’s surgery and was about

clapping too early while I was

watched the various Year 10

what happened to a woman who

reciting my poem and my poem

poetry recitals in the 3 modern

had a never-ending list of health

was way over the line limit, in the

foreign languages.

problems. As we nervously waited

end I forgot all the problems and

our turn we couldn’t help but

actually enjoyed myself, which was

notice that all the other groups had

something I hadn’t really expected.

It was a great experience!
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CERN
Phyllis Keen

In February half term, sixth form

collide. The LHC is housed in a

course, the crystal-clear Lake

physicists and their teachers

27-km circumference tunnel

Geneva and St Pierre Cathedral

ventured on an expedition to

100 m underground so like all

where we decided to climb the

CERN, in Geneva, Switzerland.

visitors we took a virtual-reality

bell tower. From there you

CERN stands for the ‘Conseil

lift, pretending to take us down,

could see snow-tipped

Européen pour la Recherche

to see models of the tunnels and

mountains around Geneva for

Nucléaire’ or in other words the

visit the museums.

miles.

place where some of the most

Expert physicists working on the

Finally, one of the best things

talented physicists and engineers

project also talked to us about

was playing with parabolic

are investigating the

their production of antimatter

acoustic mirrors in the History

fundamental structure of the

and how it is almost impossible

of Science Museum. Acoustic

universe.

for antimatter to exist on earth.

mirrors are two semi-circular

Also, the fact that the

domes that reflect and focus

CERN is a large complex with

international space station has

sound waves to each other, so

many experiments taking place,

detected these antimatter

that when you whisper into one

so we specifically visited the

particles as cosmic rays from

dome you can hear what you

Large Hadron Collider. This is the

outer space. That really got us

said in the other dome, even if

world’s most powerful particle

thinking.

it is 100 metres away. It may

land of physics heaven. It is the

sound unbelievable, but it

accelerator where two particles
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are sped up to close to the speed

We also had a chance to visit

worked crystal clear when we

of light and then are forced to

some notable sites in Geneva. Of

tested it for ourselves.

U18 Hockey
Sophie Nicholas

U13 Hockey
The U13 team hockey team of Elina Mistry,
Freya Rylatt, Slyvie Reay, Leah Mentesh, Jasmine
Saha, Keerit Dhillon, Eliza Beresford, Ayna Sindu
and Mairi Gillespie have played in two very
exciting hockey tournaments this term.

The U18s had an outstanding

Play then went to shuffles and

Ibstock Tournament. The girls

then sudden death shuffles-

came second in their pool, only

were we going to replicate

losing to a strong Surbiton side,

England in the 2016 Olympics?!

but beating Ibstock, Emmanuel

Unfortunately, it wasn’t meant

In the friendly tournament hosted by Highgate

and Harrodian. They then faced

to be and the girls came home

School we had a slow start, losing the first

eventual winners Latymer Upper

in fourth place- but played

match to Harrodian, but then and went on to

in the semi-final. The girls played

outstanding hockey all day.

beat Emmanuel and St Augustine’s. In the final

amazingly, but lost 3-2. However,

game, we needed to beat Highgate to be placed

even the Latymer coach

The team were: Nat Wicks,

second. We put on a great performance

commented on the high standard

Philippa Jones, Amy Turner,

controlling most of the game, but then against

of play. They then faced

Alessia Colato, Ally Valero,

the run of play Highgate scored (after several

Godolphin and Latymer in the

Esme Clarke, Jojo Loxton,

attacking short corners for us). This placed us

third place play-offs. NHEHS

Kira Nygren, Amrita Arneja and

third but it was a thoroughly enjoyable Saturday

scored first, but G&L equalised

Issey Blackwell.

morning.

and the match finished 1-1.

U12 Hockey
Annette Greenslade
In this round-robin tournament we played against West London
Free School, Godolphin & Latymer’s A and B teams, St Augustine’s,
and Highgate School. We managed to secure a win in the first game
against West London, lose to Goldolphin & Latymer A and Highgate,
and then only just lose to St Augustine’s in the last minute and draw
with the Godolphin & Latymer B team. This performance placed us
just below mid table in the competition but it was a great learning
experience Well done to: Mia Corney, Bea Graham, Chloe Brennan,
Sephera Forrester, Eleanor Leatham, Leah Levman, Rithi Bilawar,
Milla Freeman and Caitlin Thompson.

In the U13 Middlesex Hockey Tournament, the
NHEHS team were placed in a tough group. We
finished in third place out of four in this group,
with both the teams that came above us ending
up in the final. Cross overs were not played in
this tournament but we would have played off
for fifth/sixth place out of 9 teams if there had
been a further game. I would however like to
say a special well done to this team. They have
come a long way and improved so much since
last season – well done girls and I hope you are
looking forward to next season.
Annette Greenslade
15
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Year 11 Spring Conference
Pandora Jones

Intermediate Challenge
In February, lots of students from Years 9, 10
and 11 took part in the UK Maths Trust
Intermediate Challenge. The maths department
are delighted to announce that a record
breaking 81 students have been awarded
certificates (this is one more even than last year's
record!). In total we received 13 gold, 34 silver

On a rather snowy February

a freelance producer, and a

and 34 bronze certificates. The Year 11 winners

morning, Year 11 congregated

woman in a male-dominated

are pictured above.

in the Sixth Form Centre for a

industry.

morning designed to give us
Gold certificates went to:

more of an insight into careers,

Break greeted us with a

Diana Razlog (Best in School and Best in Year 10)

university and life in the NHEHS

seemingly endless supply of

Amira Nuseibeh (Best in Year 11)

sixth form. We started the

free snacks in the Sixth Form

Shivani Dave, Mithra Kumaran, Anastasia Mueller,

morning with a talk from some

Centre café. Then we were split

Libby Warren, Immi Sandhu, Flossie Morris, Chloe

of the Year 12s about the

into six groups, each mentored

Braganca Vasconcelos, Emily Smith, Milli Datta,

responsibilities such as House

by one of the House Captains or

Thushika Ravichandran and Iris Feliks

Captains and Subject Reps, that

Vice Captains, to discuss our

being a sixthformer offers. It

ideas for improving the NHEHS

Isabella Holmes winner of a Silver certificate was

was incredibly useful to hear

sixth form and what new

Best in Year 9.

about these first-hand, and

facilities we’d like to see

convinced many of us to start

introduced next year (it was

As a result of doing so well, a record breaking 12

thinking about our applications.

safe to say that at least half of

students were invited to take part in a further

After this we had an immensely

us lobbied for a toaster in the

international competition that originated in

interesting talk from an NHEHS

common room). The final talk of

Australia and is called the ‘kangaroo’.

alumna, Nisha Parti, who works

the day was about UCAS and

in the film industry, who talked

universities from an admissions

Finally, special congratulations to Diana Razlog

about everything from her

tutor at the University of Leeds.

for qualifying for the first round of the Olympiad,

unconventional career path and

Although the prospect of

putting her in the top 500 nationally in her age

university degree, to how she

applying for higher education

group.

helped produce the Harry

still seems remarkably distant,

Potter series. For many of us

it was very useful to learn more

who are interested in entering

about the process of

the media as a career, she

application, and was a great

provided an incredibly useful

way to finish an incredibly

insight into what it’s like being

informative and fun morning.

Helen Critcher
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World Book Day
Hayley Silvester
Fancy dress always plays an
important role in the day. Over 30
members of staff dressed up as
book/film characters, including
Snow White and the Seven
Dwarves, Cruella de Vil, Tintin and
a whole host of Hogwarts
professors and students. Of
course, the students all dressed up
as well, so at lunchtime there was
a large gathering in the atrium for
On 1 March, as the “Beast from

own experiences of embarking on

the eagerly anticipated fancy dress

the East” took hold in London,

a screenwriting career. Her

competition. Judged by Mr Shoults

World Book Day got underway at

message of the importance of self-

(aka Paddington Bear) and Irena,

NHEHS.

belief was inspiring.

the winning group entries included
a Quidditch team and the cast of

We began with a whole school

Some of our Year 10 students were

assembly. Our English Reps,

lucky enough to have workshop

dressed as the Famous Five, gave

sessions with Irena. Based on how

A group of students then joined

an entertaining presentation

books can be effectively converted

Irena in the library for a Q&A

linked to the theme of the day –

into screenplays, the students

session. There were some

“From Page to Screen”. They

were treated to some clips from

profound questions, such as “What

spoke about the Harry Potter

Irena’s films and learned about the

is the role of fiction?”, along with

franchise before moving on to

power of storytelling. Irena shared

more practical queries about how

other film/book crossovers,

the idea that everyone is a

to get into screenwriting as a

including a link between

storyteller, and that it is important

career. Irena spoke in an inspiring

Shakespeare and The Lion King!

to consider the need to show

and motivational way, and the

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory.

action in a screenplay as opposed

students left armed with the

We were then treated to a talk

to characters narrating their

knowledge that they can succeed if

by our visiting author for the day,

thoughts and feelings. A moving

they persevere with their writing.

Irena Brignull. Irena is the author

montage from The Little Prince

of The Hawkweed Prophecy

really helped the students to

On such a cold and frosty day there

series, and she has also had a

appreciate this. They then

was a great deal of warmth, fun

very successful career in

embarked enthusiastically on their

and enthusiasm generated by

screenwriting too; her notable

own attempts at converting a page

World Book Day. There was also

credits include The Boxtrolls,

from Irena’s first novel, The

the added bonus that all donations

Shakespeare in Love, The Little

Hawkweed Prophesy into an idea

go to support the very good cause

Prince and the Sky adaptation of

for a scene in a screenplay.

of Book Aid International.

Skellig. Irena told us about her
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Pi Day
Karen Ramzy Yacoub
10 different colours of paper
were cut out, each colour
representing a number from 0
to 9. Students and teachers
were asked to add a link to the
chain with the colours to
represent the digits of Pi. The
result was a multi-coloured pi
chain representing 211 digits of
pi being proudly hung in the top
floor atrium for all to see.

It is a well-known fact across the

thought and some algebra.

Finally, the big event that
everyone had been waiting for:

school that 14 March is Pi Day
(3.14 in the USA) and this is the

During lunch time three events

Pi recital. We managed to

biggest day in the year for the

took place between the lower

accumulate quite the audience

maths department. This year the

and middle atrium and one of

for this exciting competition

sixth form Maths Reps came

these was a Pi pendulum or a

and the reigning champion, Eve

together to come up with a

Pi-endulum. An apple pie was

Harrington, was back for one

range of fun activities which

tied by a string and hung from

last time; and she had her eyes

students could participate in to

the top floor atrium, its height

on the prize. She recited Pi to

make Pi day as enjoyable as

was measured, its mass recorded

211 digits which made her the

possible and needless to say, it

and then we were officially ready

Pi reciting queen with Cleopatra

was a success.

to start the swinging. Since we

following at a close 180 digits.

already know the value for
In the morning many students

gravity, we used the Pi Pendulum

After lunch time, Pi activities

set off on a Pi quest around the

to calculate Pi! We obtained a

came to a close and Miss Croft

school in between their lessons

value for Pi of 3.1077 which only

and the Maths Reps celebrated

attempting to solve a range of

had a 1% error, a huge

the success of Pi day with some

maths questions from the quite

success in the eyes of Miss Croft

much needed apple pie (which

simple “What is the third prime

and Mr Ives!

had previously been hung from
the atrium).

number” to the rather complex
wordy problems requiring a lot of
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There was also a Pi chain event:

Football Update
Shane McComb

Poetry Live
Year 10 ventured across London to the Apollo
Theatre, Victoria to enjoy GCSE Poetry Live. The
setting for the day, which is the same theatre
that stages Wicked was certainly apt for a day of
poetry performances.
Once we had taken our seats in the stalls and
had our notebooks ready, the day began with a
Football this year has really developed thanks to the coaching of
Mr McComb, Mr Chwistek, Ms Dunkley and also the Brentford FC
coaches who have been coming into school every Friday. This year
NHEHS has fielded U13, U15, U18 A and U18 B competitive
football teams who have all performed fantastically well with all
players making significant progress over the course of the year.

session from a GCSE examiner on how to deal
with poetry in an exam. Exam-technique
completed, we were then treated to readings
from a range of different poets starting with the
Poet Laureate Carol Ann Duffy sharing the stage
with Gillian Clark. We were then entertained by
Daljit Nagha’s powerful writing as well as the
eminent poet, playwright and novelist Simon
Armitage. The audience was given the
opportunity to ask all the poets some questions
throughout the morning, which really brought
the sessions to life. After the very important
lunch break, we then heard from poet and
documentary maker Owen Sheers as well as
Imtiaz Dharker’s emotive work. The day was
then rounded off by a characteristically
exuberant performance from John Agard.

This progress has been illustrated with the U13 girls being crowned

To experience poetry being spoken by the

the GDST football rally champions (they went the whole

writers rather than being simply as words on a

tournament unbeaten), the U13 team playing five competitive

page was incredibly enriching for all involved.

games against local schools, them winning four games and only

The importance of the day though was perhaps

being beaten once, which was a narrow 5-4 defeat by West London

best summarised by some closing remarks by

Free School. The U14 team has also been fantastic with two wins

John Agard: “this room may be filled with future

(most recently a great 2-0 win against Godolphin and Latymer), one

neuroscientists and athletes, but no matter

defeat and two draws and the sixth form teams have had a

what you do you cannot avoid the power of the

fantastic start playing against established football schools (some

26 letters of the alphabet. Words and

have had England internationals among their line-ups) and to date

communication matter.”

they have only had one defeat.

Hayley Silvester
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First Lego League Final
Cassia Fillingham

Cross Country
Our cross country teams joined 19 GDST schools
for the cross country rally at Bromley High
School (see above). The NHEHS girls performed
extremely well in this very cold, windy and
muddy event with the Year 7s finishing in ninth
place, the Year 8 and 9 girls in eleventh and the
Year 10-13 team in an impressive fifth place.
The squad was: Ella Palmer, Sophia Barboni,
Bronwen Jacob, Katherine Jansen, Evangeline
Rudakevich Esme Sugden and Kavneet Dhillon in
Year 7. Eva-Marie Weintraub, Sophia Bevers
and Sadie Packham-Lawrence in Year 8. Jasmine
Palmer, Juliet Kose and Lauren Beale in Year 9.
Fiona Coutts in Year 10. Anna Mackenzie, Martha Price, Amira Nuseibeh and Jenny Read in
Year 11 and Cameron Thomas in Year 12.
Our cross country runners were in action again
on 21 of March when they took part in the
Ealing Schools Cross Country Relays at Perivale
Playing Fields and where we the only school to
enter three teams. Each team was made up of 5
girls, a Year 7, a Year 8, a Year 9, a Year 10 and
one girls from Year 11-13. Overall we came
third, fifth and sixth. The Squad was: Ella
Palmer, Sophia Barboni and Bronwen Jacob in
Year 7. Eva-Marie Weintraub, Sophia Bevers
and Sadie Packham-Lawrence in Year 8. Jasmine
Palmer, Juliet Kose and Lauren Beale in Year 9.
Fiona Coutts, Ella Pilkington and Milly Buckroyd
in Year 10. Anna Mackenzie and Martha Price in
Year 11 and Cameron Thomas in Year 12.

Lauren Munro Hall
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On Saturday 24 February the

There are three main aspects to

NHEHS robotics team of 7 girls

the First Lego League

from Years 7 to 11: Daisy

competition: Robot Game,

Woolley, Tara Al-Haddad, Anna

Project and Core Values. Since

Haworth, Jess Berry, Samar

October of last year, the team

Al-Haddad, Ines Mubgar-

had split up into 3 groups to

Spencer and Dhruti Vijay,

work on the section in which

competed in the First Lego

they were most interested.

League finals at the The
University of the West of

The theme for the robot this

England. After winning the FLL

year was ‘Hydrodynamics’, so

London regionals back in

each task on the robot mat was

December, the team CTRL ALT

based around water. The girls

BELIEVE, had had two months

had to program the robot to

to prepare themselves.

move autonomously around the
mat completing tasks all of

As members of last year’s

which were worth points. The

robotics team, Hannah Coxhead

overall aim is to gain as many

and I had been coaching the

points as possible, whilst also

team to help prepare them for

maintaining high levels of

the task of competing against

accuracy. Over the Christmas

the best robotics teams in the

holidays they worked extremely

UK and were delighted to

hard on the mechanical

accompany them to the

attachments which were each

competition on the day.

suited to a specific task on the

First Lego League Final /...Cont’d
Cassia Fillingham

mat. Building secure, mechanical

drinking by using the heat of the

their individual photographs on the

systems out of Lego is not the

Mediterranean sun. The girls had

outside and included a description

easiest task but they succeeded

further developed this design by

on the inside to explain their

at this element and impressed

doing calculations of the salinity of

involvement in the team. The

the judges with their innovative

the sea and the evaporation rate,

concept was a symbol of their

robot design.

as well as making a prototype.

teamwork and creativity while they
were working together on all the

The robot games themselves

The girls performed well in the

different elements of the

were also successful and the girls

Core Values section where they

competition.

managed to have a consistently

were given a task they had to

high scoring robot and beating

complete as team, which was to

Overall, the team impressed at the

their own personal best from the

build a Lego wall so that the judges

competition which was

regional event.

could no longer see them. They

acknowledged by the judges who

also had to prepare a poster and

awarded them a Judges Award for

The team was also successful in

give a presentation about how

‘Most passionate for STEM’. I

the project element of the

they’ve worked in a team, as

personally really enjoyed the

competition where the brief was

developing teamwork and respect

weekend and being able to coach a

to: ‘Identify a problem within the

for others is a crucial element in

new team through the First Lego

human water cycle and design a

Fist Lego League competitions.

League finals and feel that their

solution to help this’. They came

Each of the NHEHS girls had

Judges Award will spur them on

up with a concept named

produced a cube to represent

next year to achieve even more.

S-Alt Water. This product was

themselves as a member of the

The team and I are already looking

meant to help in the refugee

team and these were made in

forward to the next year’s

crisis by being able to attach to

ascending size order according to

competition which will have a

boats and filtering sea water for

age. Each cube was covered with

space theme of ‘Out of this world’.
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Erasmus Project
Freya McNeill
to edit and arrange the articles
on pages, and to be part of the
process to erase gender
inequality.
During their stay the Erasmus
students also took part in
school life. They attended
Languages Club and gave
presentations in their own
languages about their schools
and we were given an
opportunity to ask question and
learned a lot about our visitors
and their countries. For
example we learnt about
‘Grannie Marta’ which is
celebrated in Bulgaria on
1 March, they wear Martenitsa
bracelets and as a present the
Bulgarian students gave some
of these to us. The Erasmus
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Erasmus is a EU funded student

Our partner Erasmus students

students were also partnered

exchange programme. NHEHS

and their teachers arrived on

up with us to go our normal

has partnered with schools from

12 March and stayed for a week.

lessons and to experience what

Germany, Bulgaria, France and

It was the first time we had met,

it like to be a pupil at this

Sweden and as a group we are

apart from a few Skype calls. We

school. They also spent

looking at gender issues in

started to brainstorm ideas for

lunchtimes with us and on one

schools. For the stage which

our newspaper, a collection of

day we took them to a laser

involved groups from the

articles written by us all

show which was put on by the

participating schools joining us in

discussing gender related issues

Physics department as it was

London we had decided to

such as stereotypes and how this

Science Week. I enjoyed

explore these issues by

can affect education. In three

showing them our school and

producing a newspaper.

days, we produced a 16-page

introducing them to some my

journal, including surveys on
Firstly though, to be part of the

friends to give them a sense of

education and the roles of

NHEHS group involved in the

school life at Notting Hill.

gender and comparing the

project we each made a video

answers of men and women.

presentation pitching our ideas

On Wednesday, halfway

Each participating school was

and attributes and about how we

through the busy week we all

assigned a double page spread

could benefit the project.

met at the bowling alley after

and I really enjoyed being able

school ready for some fun!

Erasmus Project /...Cont’d
Freya McNeill

After a few enjoyable and

computer while they checked the

and helped our visitors buy gifts for

friendly but competitive games,

layout. Then they pressed ‘send’

relatives back home. Afterwards, we

we headed out to a restaurant

and we were able to watch as it

all travelled to the British Museum

opposite for a lovely Mexican

came off the specialist print

and met our tour guide, John

dinner. One of the highlights was

machine onto the large roll of

Bulwer. He gave us a fascinating

definitely ordering a giant

newsprint. The roll was then moved

tour with insights into many

cinnamon and chocolate

to a different machine where it was

different time periods and showing

milkshake which was topped

automatically cut and folded into a

us objects ranging from the Rosetta

with whipped cream and a

newspaper. The whole room was

Stone to some of the Lewis

churro! The evening was a great

filled with delight at having

Chessmen.

opportunity to get to know all of

produced an entire newspaper in

the students even more and we

such a short amount of time. Each

On the final day, we had a goodbye

had all become so close by the

school was given 100 copies to take

ceremony in the atrium, and we

end of the night. It made us

home and it was nice to finally see

gave our visitors specially designed

realise how much we would all

the result of all our hard work and it

tote bags as well as chocolate and

miss each other. This was an

was such a fun experience to take

other gifts. I really enjoyed their visit

amazing addition to a packed

part in.

and the opportunity to collaborate
on such an important topic but also

week, filled with laughter and
fun, and undoubtedly one we will

On Friday, we took a trip into

to make friends from different

never forget!

central London and, to continue the

countries. It helped improve my

newspaper theme, visited Fleet

teamwork skills and the ability to

On Thursday, we visited Stroma

Street. We met our tour guide Katie

work to an approaching deadline. I

Print in Southall to watch our

at St Pauls and she took us around

am looking forward to going with

newspaper being printed. When

the area. Fleet Street was for many

other Notting Hill Erasmus students

we arrived, we were given some

years the home of newspapers and

to Germany in May to be able to

history of the company and

we learnt that there are many signs

meet the other students again and

shown the types of printing they

and buildings reflecting this which

also to experience another country’s

do. We were able to have a quick

Katie was able to show us. We then

culture and to visit a school which

look at the newspaper on the

went to Covent Garden for lunch

will be different to my own.
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Chrystall Prize Final

Ealing Schools Cross Country
A huge well done to the cross country squad
who finished third in a super competitive Ealing
Schools Relay race

Enjoy
Sixth form art history students at the Enjoy
exhibition in the Galleria Borghese, Rome

On Friday 9 March, five

was followed by Ashley from

talented students competed in

The Royal High School, Bath,

the final of the GDST Chrystall

with ‘Feminism has gone too

Prize, a public speaking

far’. Streatham & Clapham’s

competition for Year 11 pupils

Elizabeth posed the questioned

from across the Trust.

‘Is there any magic left in the
world?’, whilst Flossie from

After battling through a number

Notting Hill & Ealing asked

of heats to get the final, which

‘Should statues be removed if

was held here at NHEHS, the

they offend current

finalists faced an impressive

sensibilities?’ Josie from

panel of judges: Stephen

Croydon High closed the final

Sackur, the award-winning BBC

with her speech, ‘Does social

presenter; Jane Garvey,

media have a detrimental effect

presenter of BBC Radio 4’s

on young people’s mental

Woman’s Hour; and James

health?’

Coomarasamy, BBC television
and radio presenter. The

The judges were impressed with

challenge was for the finalists to

the quality of the arguments and

talk for up to seven minutes on

the poise and composure of the

their chosen topic, followed by

speakers. They awarded the

three minutes of questioning

runner’s up prize to Flossie,

from the audience.

praising her thoughtful and
persuasive style, while the

They did not shy away from tack-

winner’s prize and trophy went

ling controversial issues. Serena

to Serena with a special mention

Erasmus students meet Hodge, Samuel Johnson’s

from NewcastleHigh opened

for her warmth, humour,

cat, on their walking tour of Fleet Street

proceedings with ‘The truth is

lightness of touch and success in

overrated’ and she

engaging her audience.

“A Very Fine Cat”

U14 Netball’s Journey
Sophie Claxton

The Middlesex National Schools

Middlesex in the U14 age group.

wind-chill factor of -7° and falling

first round was held at Lady

Once again we drew our first

snow! Despite the challenging

Eleanor Holles School on Sunday

match which was against

weather conditions, we battled on,

19 November last year. We had a

Godolphin and Latymer School, our

winning four of our eight games.

bit of a rocky start, drawing our

Middlesex counterparts. Each of

This meant we were 5th in our

first match with St Paul’s Girls’

our following matches were tight

pool and the 9th out of the 18

School. However, we settled

and we only lost one game to

teams at the finals- giving us the

after that and won the rest of our

Surbiton High. With such a

title of 9th best team overall in the

games, with the full squad all

fantastic playing record in a

country! All the match officials

performing well.

competitive round robin

also voted us as the team who

tournament, we were joint first at

displayed the best sportsmanship

This put us through to the final,

the end of the day, drawing on

out of all the teams who played on

which was against Lady Eleanor

points for first place! Owing to

the day and awarded us the

Holles who certainly had the

goal difference we qualified in

Endeavour Trophy. This was a

home advantage! We won that

second place, rather than first, but

lovely award to win and one we

match convincingly, which meant

this still won us the right to go to

were very proud to receive.

we were through to the Regional

the National Finals in March! This

round, along with Godolphin and

was the first time a NHEHS team

The whole team would like to

Latymer, who qualified from the

had made it to such a high level in

thank Miss Dunkley and especially

other semi-final.

this competition for a very long

Miss Nicholas, for all the hard

time.

work, support and encouragement
they have shown us. It was a great

The Regional round was held at
Rainham School in Kent on

The National Netball Finals were

experience for everyone on the

28 January. Here we would face

held at Stanborough School in

team and one which gave us a

the best schools from Surrey,

Welwyn Garden City on 17 March.

taste of just what we can achieve

Sussex, Kent, Essex and of course

It was a bitterly cold day with a

but we couldn't have done it without them!
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